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Limited amount of effective and safe 
antimicrobial solutions

Growing Resistance of bacteria because of 
their variability and uncontrolled treatment

High cost of antimicrobial solutions that are safe 
and effective

Over 700 thousands people die every year due to 
bacteria caused diseases. This number will be 
increased up to 10 million death in 2050

Annual associated costs of treating multidrug-
resistant germs in the US according to CDC







✓ Anti-Microbials Resistance:  Due to over exposure and lack of 

innovation, Microbes are growing increasingly resistant to existing 

antimicrobial solutions. 

✓ Fear of pandemics: Increases customer awareness and market demands

✓ Healthcare spending is rising: Public and private funds are being 

diverted to improving healthcare systems

Based on Deloitte Market Research





Stable, Always-on technology; 
no need to re-coat or 

re-apply

Kills a broad spectrum of 
microbes on contact, at 
very low concentrations

Low production costs; 
high efficacy; permanent 

activity

can be coated, sprayed, 
extruded or compounded on 

most materials

Non-toxic and effective in 

low concentration



Bacteria attach to 
the surface treated 

with QLEARON’s 
active shield

Bacteria are 
instantly destroyed 
while the dynamic 

shield remains 
active

The active shield 
creates an electrostatic 

interaction and 
simultaneously 

releases active oxygen





✓Proven, permanent antibacterial and antiviral capabilities

✓Highly Effective against Human Corona Virus (Test standard: ISO21702)

✓Easily mixed into various types of paint

✓Cost effective and scalable platform 

✓Improves paint opacity

✓Does not affect paint chemical properties like adhesion, drying 

time and resistance to scrubbing



✓Proven permanent and long-lasting antibacterial action

✓Has been tested against the most clinically relevant

antibiotic-resistant bacteria (According to AATCC100)

✓Can be embedded in Non-woven and Cotton fabrics

✓Hemostatic properties



✓Anti-bacterial 

✓Anti-fungal

✓Wound healing

✓Decrease pain sensation (analgesic)

✓Non-toxic and biocompatible: patented non-greasy formulation, 

does not contain antibiotic, silver, water or alcohol

✓Hydrophilic: creates a breathable film that protects the area 

from microbial colonization







Mr. Bar Chaim brings 26 years of 

experience in international 

business and investments. Prior 

to Nanosono Bar-Chaim served as 

CEO and Senior Advisor in the 

private and public sector in Israel 

and abroad. He holds MA degree 

with honor from the Tel Aviv 

University and BA in 

Management & Political Science.

Dr. Ariel Franco received his Pharmacist 

title and PhD in Chemistry from 

Universidad de Chile. He has acquired vast 

experience In Nanotechnology, his works 

have been related to the synthesis and 

characterization of nanomaterial for 

biological and industrial applications, 

including different kinds of nanoparticles 

such as gold nanoparticles, metal oxide 

semiconductor, quantum dots, growing 

nanocrystals, nanoceramics, liquid-

crystals, photoluminescent 

nanomaterials, organic and peptides 

synthesis.

Dr. Sanguaramath is an experienced 

researcher in chemistry, materials and 

polymer science. He obtained a PhD in 

Chemistry from the University of Bristol, 

UK in 2012. Dr. Sanguramath worked as 

postdoctoral researcher in the field of 

polymer science at the Hebrew University 

of Jerusalem (2012-2017) and as a visiting 

researcher at Technion-Israel Institute of 

Technology (2017-2019). He has co-

authored and co-invented several 

refereed journal publications, patents, 

and a book chapter.

Dr. Liran Ben Yaakov, received his Ph.D. 

from the Weizmann Institute of Science, 

Israel. He specialized in virology and 

molecular biology. Ben Yaakov has gained 

working skills and experience in a variety 

of virology, molecular biology and genetic 

methods, including method development 

and optimization As a postdoctoral 

researcher in the Technion – Israel 

Institute of Technology, Ben Yaakov has 

managed a project aiming to identify 

crucial genes for Corona (SARS-CoV-2) 

virus infection.

Mr. Eran Rosenzweig brings over 20 

years of experience in the Quality and 

Regulatory field in global medical 

device and Defense Industries. Prior 

to joining Nanosono, Mr. Rosenzweig 

served as VP QA&RA in in several 

medical device companies. Mr. 

Rosenzweig holds a BSc in Material 

Engineering from Ben-Gurion 

University.
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